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In the training hall in the basement of Wida Group, there was a dead silence. Even the screams and 

groans of those security consultants who had been beaten badly were deliberately suppressed, 

especially when Ji Feng’s gaze swept by, their groans subconsciously came to a screeching halt. 

Ji Feng used his own strength, through this battle, let everyone have a new understanding of his 

strength, but also let those security consultants who were ready to teach Ji Feng a hard lesson before, 

almost turned their intestines blue with regret. 

How could they have listened to Hong Yiming’s words and wanted to lay hands on Ji Feng? 

What was even more ridiculous was that when Ji Feng threatened to challenge them all, what the 

majority of them had in mind was to send Ji Feng to the hospital and make him pay a heavy price for his 

arrogance. 

But now they know that Ji Feng is not arrogant, but simply does not put them in his eyes because he has 

superb strength. 

He does have such capital! 

Ji Feng’s strength was really too terrifying. 

Even, many security consultants saw Ji Feng’s yellow skin and black hair, could not help but think of a 

person – Bruce * Lee, Bruce Lee! 

Back then, that Chinese man, who was not very tall, used his fists to let the whole world know that in 

the far East, there was a very powerful fighting art called Chinese Kung Fu. 

And now, they have met such a super master from the far east. 

This is the most powerful Chinese kung fu! 

Thinking about this, many foreign security advisors can’t help but have a fear rise in their hearts …… 

Of course, those who would think this way were also some foreigners who didn’t know too much about 

China, while some who had always looked down on China were very unconvinced in their hearts. 

“Ah ……” 

A low moan of pain rang out, but it was a yellow-skinned, black-eyed man lying on the ground, hands 

propped up on the ground, gritting his teeth, seemingly trying to stand up. 

However, looking at his red face, the veins on his forehead rose high, a very painful look, you know he 

must have been seriously injured, want to stand up how easy? 

Ji Feng glanced at him and frowned slightly. 

It looks like this guy still has a hard-on, actually still thinking about getting up. 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows wrinkled, and then stretched out, lifting his feet to leave that fighting field. 



In fact, before making a move Ji Feng had already made up his mind, he wanted to take this opportunity 

to clean up all the security consultants and bodyguards loyal to Hong Yiming, at least, let them rest in 

bed for a while, if necessary, they can be sent directly to the hospital. 

But this guy is still trying to stand up, and I think he will recover quickly in the future, and will be a threat 

again. 

So Ji Feng subconsciously wanted to add another kick, so that this guy must stay in the hospital bed for a 

while, to recuperate properly. 

But when he saw that this guy was actually a yellow, with yellow skin and black hair and black eyes, his 

foot did not lift up after all. 

Chinese people, more or less to leave a little bit of love, even if each for their master also do not have to 

fight to the death. 

After all, in this foreign country, the Chinese people are finally some kind of cordial. 

It is for this reason that Ji Feng gave up the intention of adding another kick and prepared to turn 

around and leave. 

“Well!” 

When Ji Feng was in a daze, the guy actually gritted his teeth and got up from the ground, although his 

body was still wobbly, he was standing up after all. 

At the same time, he looked at Ji Feng’s eyes, full of resentment. 

Ji Feng shook his head imperceptibly, he did not blame this guy, if it were himself who was beaten up, 

even if they were also Chinese, there would certainly be resentment in their hearts. 

So Ji Feng directly turned towards Ji Shaolei’s side. 

“Baka ……” 

Suddenly, a low roar came from behind him. 

Swish! 

Ji Feng’s footsteps suddenly lurched. 

His face, too, was instantly gloomy, and a cold aura flashed from his eyes. 

In turn, Ji Feng slowly turned around and saw that guy’s gloomy face, as well as that sinister look in his 

eyes. 

Ji Feng faintly asked: “You are a boundary tent person? Just now, you were cursing me?” 

“Baka!” 

That guy was instantly enraged by this expression of Ji Feng, he let out another roar, then, just as his 

words fell, he suddenly felt a black shadow flash before his eyes. 

The next moment, Ji Feng’s slapping slapped over, instantly and fiercely hit the guy’s face. 



“Pop!” 

This crisp sound, in this silent training hall seems so loud! 

The guy himself was wobbly and unstable, and then was slapped in the face, he instantly felt a golden 

light flashing in front of his eyes, and then, with a clean thud, was slapped on the ground, and fell dizzy 

and brain loaded with seven flesh and eight flesh! 

Ji Feng’s face was incomparably gloomy, he won the momentum but not forgiveness, fiercely stepped 

on the guy’s head, his face dead on the ground, at the same time, Ji Feng’s leather shoes slowly turn, the 

sole directly screwed the guy’s face began to turn, a kind of heartbreaking pain, so that this boundary 

tent man immediately screamed. 

“Ah…!” His miserable scream can be described as hissing, his voice has pain, also has anger, and 

humiliation. 

“Baka …… ah!” 

As the security advisor of the Weida Group, he was actually stepped on by Ji Feng just like that, for this 

was definitely a great humiliation for him, if he could, he even wanted to directly stand up and fight for 

his life with Ji Feng. 

However, the force on Ji Feng’s foot was amazing, and as he continued to increase his strength, this 

boundary tent man from the beginning of the pain, cursing, and soon turned into a harsh scream. 

A smear of blood, seeping out from under Ji Feng’s foot, that was the boundary tent man’s face skin was 

screwed up, and the side that was attached to the floor was rubbed off the skin! 

Hong Yiming saw this situation and could not help but yell: “Stop! You’re committing a crime! Stop it 

immediately!” 

Ji Feng glanced at him, but did not even care. 

Hong Yiming was furious: “If you don’t stop, I ……” 

Chu Wangdong said in a deep voice: “Mr. Hong, I think you have forgotten the waiver agreement, 

right?” 

Hong Yiming said, “But now it is no longer within the scope of the waiver agreement, he is torturing our 

employees!” 

Chu Wangdong sneered and said, “That’s also because our employee insulted someone first, and 

deserved to be beaten, so what, this kind of employee who speaks out of turn is also worthy of Mr. 

Hong’s attention?” 

“You ……” 

Hong Yiming angry cold snort: “Humph!” 

Chu Wangdong smiled faintly, but no longer spoke, he just said to Ji Feng: “Mr. Ji, you have already won 

and completely passed this test, so don’t make any more moves!” 



Ji Feng’s eyes were however cold, his gaze was fixed on the boundary tent man who was being stepped 

on, and he said in a cold voice: “I was going to let you go, why are you cursing me?! Hmm?!” 

“You and I each have our own master, one of both sides always has to fall, you can’t blame anyone!” 

“But now that the battle is over, why do you still insult me? And baka, baka your mother!” 

“Let me hear this word from your mouth again, I’ll destroy you on the spot!” 

Ji Feng roared, a small jump step, and then, his explosive kick ruthlessly kicked that boundary tent man 

in the ribs. 

Hoo~~! 

The canopy man was instantly kicked and slid several meters on the floor before stopping, and where 

the canopy man’s head passed, a frictional blood mark was left! 

And then look at the canopy man, but the body twitched a few times, directly fainted. 

This is the first time since the beginning of the battle, Ji Feng so heavy-handed, if the canopy man was 

not sent to the hospital in time, not to mention the future hands, he can stand up that is considered his 

ancestors eight lives of virtue! 

Ji Feng was really excited by the phrase ‘Baka’! 

He wanted to let the man go, but did not think that the guy is not Chinese at all, but also sent him a 

national curse of the boundary tent, and immediately made him angry. 

After doing this, he only steadily came to Chu Wangdong and the others and said, “I didn’t violate the 

content on the waiver agreement, right?” 

When Hong Yiming saw this, he could not help but turn blue, and he gritted his teeth and said, “Good! 

Young man, you’ve done a great job! How dare you be so unforgiving?!” 

“Joke!” 

Ji Shaolei could not help but snicker at his words: “Since I have to do it, of course I have to do it 

beautifully. What, old man, I see you are not quite satisfied, huh?” 

Hong Yiming said angrily, “Don’t you guys think the hands are a little too harsh?” 

Looking at the group of security consultants and bodyguards who were following him, they were all 

beaten and could not get up, lying on the ground, Hong Yiming’s heart was shocked with anger. 

These are his men in the security department, but now, none of them can stand up, in the future in the 

security department, he speaks no different from a fart, how can he not be angry? 

Ji Feng said indifferently: “Shouldn’t I fight back, just stand here and let them hit, so you are satisfied? As 

for whether to hit hard or not …… I don’t think this issue is necessary to discuss.” 

For this kind of issue, Ji Feng simply does not want to bother with Hong Yiming more. 



Seeing the white spider hand holding the gun at Hong Lei’s head, he waved his hand to the white spider 

and said, “Let him go!” 

Only then did White Spider let go of his hand, while retrieving the gun, and said in a deep voice: “Next 

time, you won’t have such good luck again!” 

Hong Lei heart palpitations glanced at the white spider, the back are a little cold, can not imagine that 

this woman looks beautiful, but once the hands, but also is not at all ambiguous. 

Hong Lei now can still feel as if there is a gun pointing at his head! 

“Xiao Chu, like this kind of person, do you also want to recruit into the protection of all?” Hong Yiming 

see this situation, can’t help but face gloomy incomparable, “If people like this are going to enter the 

company, then I will suggest to convene a shareholders meeting, let everyone discuss ……” 

“All right!” 

Ji Feng impatiently said, “Don’t chatter here, I really don’t care about this so-called security consultant 

position! Who said that I have to join the Wei Da Group’s security team?” 
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“All right!” 

Ji Feng said impatiently, “Don’t chatter here, I really don’t care about this so-called security consultant 

position! Who said that I have to join the security team of Wida Group?” 

Hong Yiming sneered, “What a joke, you don’t care about the position of security consultant? Then why 

did you come to take the test?” 

Ji Feng said indifferently: “Originally I was going to join, but I found that the Weida Group has such an 

old thing as you here, I think ah, this Weida Group’s future can really be worried, this kind of group, do 

not join also have no loss!” 

Hong Yiming was furious, he bellowed, “What did you say?” 

Hong Lei was even more agitated, he rolled up his sleeves to make a move: “Kid, you have the guts to 

say another ……” 

When the white spider’s icy gaze swept over his face, Hong Lei’s arrogant voice came to an abrupt halt, 

and he instantly remembered how he felt when he was controlled by the white spider just now. 

Hong Lei immediately snapped, he felt his face was a little hot, and did not even dare to look at the 

white spider. 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “Okay, Guoliang, thanks for your hospitality, that’s it for today, facing such an 

old thing, and this second generation who doesn’t know the sky is high, I can’t stay for a second, that’s 

it, goodbye!” 

“Get lost!” 

Hong Yiming was furious: “All of you go away!” 



When Ji Shaolei heard this, he was a little upset, he sneered: “Hong is always right, who are you talking 

about? I came all the way over here to join the Vistra Group’s security team, and you tell me to get lost? 

This is the quality of the senior leadership of the Weta Group? Did you ask Assistant Chu before you said 

that?” 

Hong Yiming froze for a moment: “You want to join? Aren’t you guys uncommon?” 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Shaolei snorted, “I said half a sentence from beginning to end that I was not prepared to join the Vida 

Group to protect all of them? You are old, your ears are not good? Stuffed with donkey hair?” 

Hong Yiming was furious: “You ……” 

Chu Wangdong this time but spoke: “Hong, you do not get angry, it is you first speak without quality, let 

people roll, now scolded back, you are also to blame, although you are the elders, but this time I can not 

help you, because you are after all the vice president, to make an example to well!” 

Hong Yiming’s face was blue and white, his gaze was cold as he stared at Chu Wangdong, and then at Ji 

Shaolei, he really wanted to eat these two little bastards alive right now. 

“He spoke out of turn, and he still wants to join the protection of all?” Hong Yiming held his tongue for a 

long time before he said this. 

“He has already passed the test, as long as all other conditions are qualified, he can completely join the 

security company, no one can stop him!” Chu Wangdong said indifferently. 

“Good! Very good!” 

Hong Yiming nodded heavily and sneered, “Little Chu, you’ve grown up and hardened your wings after 

all!” 

Chu Wangdong smiled modestly and said, “Mr. Hong has overpraised me, thanks to Mr. Hong’s training 

of me! Of course, as I grow up, I can naturally share some of the burden for Mr. Hong. In the future, Mr. 

Hong does not need to work so hard at all, and is ready to enjoy his old age at home, isn’t that better?” 

Hong Yiming nodded and suddenly smiled, “Well, Xiao Chu, I remembered your words, good, know how 

to care for elders!” 

Chu Wangdong’s eyes narrowed slightly and did not say anything more. 

Hong Yiming fiercely turned around, pointed at Ji Feng and White Spider, and said in a deep voice: 

“Now, you immediately get out of Weida Group, otherwise, I’ll let the security guards ask you out!” 

Ji Feng said indifferently, “Of course I will leave, but I am afraid that you can’t command your men now, 

look, they are still lying on the ground, hurry up and send them to the hospital!” 

After saying that, Ji Feng laughed and took the white spider and walked out. 

He and Ji Feng had agreed to stay in the security department of Weida Group, responsible for organizing 

the internal security force of Weida Group, while Ji Feng and White Spider were waiting for the 



opportunity to move outside, the two sides cooperate inside and outside, if something happens, it can 

definitely play a powerful force. 

And the reason why let Ji Shaolei stay in the Weida Group, this is also their consideration. 

On the one hand, although Ji Shaolei strength is good, but after all, the actual combat experience is not 

too rich, if encountered more powerful opponents, he may not be able to cope with, this time, he needs 

helpers. 

And for the moment, the best helper for Ji Shaolei, is undoubtedly the security department of the Weida 

Group in those bodyguards, and part of the security consultants loyal to Ji Nan Yue. 

At the same time more importantly, as long as Ji Shaolei join the security department, he will have 

access to weapons, in the rice country, security personnel as long as they have a qualified license, or a 

company guarantee, have guns that is too easy, and still reasonable and legal, who can not control. 

And compared to the internal problems of the Weta Group, it is clear that the external forces hidden in 

the shadows, more trouble. 

That’s why Ji Feng and white spider choose to be outside, with their strength, to deal with the power in 

the shadows is the most appropriate, at least to be more appropriate than Ji Shaolei. 

This is one of them. 

Second, the white spider is Ji Feng’s guard, outsiders can see at a glance, if Ji Feng chose to stay in the 

Weida Group, it is too much attention. 

Where there is a bodyguard with a bodyguard and himself to do the bodyguard? 

This is too strange! 

Therefore, Ji Shaolei stay in the Weta Group to protect all, Ji Feng and white spider in the outside with, 

this is the best arrangement. 

Of course, this is only a superficial arrangement, in fact, the specific should do, but also more 

information to support the decision can be made. 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng just walked to the door of the training hall, that door was pushed open at once, immediately 

after, look at a figure quickly rushed in, before you can see clearly what the visitor looks like, you can 

hear a series of voices rang out. 

“Big brother, big brother! I heard that there is a security consultant examination going on here? Is that 

true?” 

“Oh…” 

The next moment, a stunned voice rang out. 

Ji Feng’s face full of stunned look along with the voice, saw a petite figure standing not far from the door 

of the training hall, this is a girl, because the back is facing Ji Feng, so Ji Feng can not see what she looks 



like, but, listen to her voice that stammering, and then look at her now still keep the appearance when 

running, also about be able to guess what kind of character this girl is. 

From just opening the girl pushed the door open and ran in, and then to now this is only a few seconds 

in between, but Ji Feng saw the girl’s character. 

Wind and fire! 

This is the first impression she gives! 

And then look at her posture, people can not help but want to laugh, it is clear that this girl originally 

heard that the training hall is carrying out security consultant assessment, so want to run to see, and 

with her fiery nature, naturally is eager to run over. 

At the same time, as soon as she arrived here, she began to yell and ask her big brother. 

However, before her big brother could answer, she saw the piece of people lying on the floor, she was 

immediately stunned and let out an ‘oh’ cry of surprise, and then the whole person was fixed there, as if 

he had been punctured. 

Ji Feng believed that at this time, if you can see the girl’s front, you will find that she must be wide-eyed, 

stunned looking at the people on the floor, and even, her mouth will be in the shape of ‘O’, obviously in 

disbelief. 

However, what attracted Ji Feng’s attention the most was the shape of the girl’s head. 

From behind, this girl’s head also does not know how many pigtails, and finally all the pigtails converge 

towards the top of the head, and then form a large braid, the tips of the hair fluffed in all directions, at 

first glance it looks like a squirrel’s tail opened …… 

Moreover, the girl’s hair tips are also fiery red …… 

Ji Feng suddenly thought of a person. 

Before Li Guoliang showed him the information of the family of the youngest aunt, there is a photo, that 

above the head shape of the person and this girl is really too similar. 

…… Chu Yue! 

Needless to say, seeing this head shape, Ji Feng guessed that this girl is likely to be Chu Wangdong’s 

sister, the girl who seems to be like a little girl, Chu Yue, is also the youngest daughter of the little aunt. 

Then she came to call the big brother, naturally is Chu Wangdong. 

Ji Feng faintly smiled, and I do not know how, if it is outside encounter this kind of girl like a little girl, Ji 

Feng will certainly frown slightly, the heart does not like, just the mouth will not say out. 

However, now see Chu Yue, he is not that disgusted feeling. 

Is it because it is a relative? 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, then gave a wink to the white spider, and the two walked out. 



They just walked out of the door of the training hall, suddenly heard a shriek from inside, but a girl’s 

voice, obviously, this voice is Chu Yue issued. 

Immediately after, there was a shout, listening to the Ji Feng is unable to shake his head. 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s footsteps suddenly paused. 

White spider immediately alert, she lowered her voice and asked: “Ji young, what’s wrong? Is there 

something wrong?” 

She knew that Ji Feng’s perception of danger was much more sensitive than hers, and he had just 

clashed with Hong Yiming and his father, so there was no guarantee that someone would not poison 

them. 

Ji Feng, however, shook his head and said, “Nothing, just remembered a little something. It’s okay now, 

let’s go.” 

White spider nodded, Ji Feng did not say what the matter, white spider also did not ask. 

In fact, Ji Feng is suddenly remembered, just forgot to observe whether there is any problem between 

Hong Lei and Chu Yue, to know, before Li Guoliang casually mentioned a sentence, Ji Feng then pay 

attention to it. 

But now it has come out, even if he wants to observe for the time being there is no opportunity, can 

only wait until later. 

Chapter 1725 

However, in the end, Ji Feng still gave his second brother Ji Shaolei a call, let him pay attention to Hong 

Lei and Chu Yue is not too intimate relationship between anything. 

Ji Shaolei was stunned: “There is this thing?” 

Ji Feng said, “It’s not a bad thing for you to pay attention, if there is really something between them, you 

can also find a way to solve it in time.” 

Ji Shaolei nodded and said, “Well, it’s something to keep an eye on.” 

Hong Yiming’s ambition for the Weida Group is obvious, but if there is something between Chu Yue and 

Hong Lei, this is really a problem, this is simply a joke. 

After leaving the headquarters of the Weta Group, Ji Feng had no other place to go for a while. 

He is not familiar with the country, the first time he came, simply do not know where to go. 

And New York is a prosperous metropolis, more traffic, in the premise of not knowing some of the 

habits of life here, he decided it was better to go back to the hotel. 

In fact, to really say, Ji Feng for the metropolis of New York, but also understand some, but that is 

through the Hollywood blockbuster to understand. 

You know, this New York is a city rich in superheroes, the movie those alone to save the whole of 

humanity superheroes, eight out of ten ` 9 story background are placed in New York, Rice, the movie can 



often see the Empire State Building in New York, yellow cab, etc., the movie to see more, for New York 

more or less can really understand some. 

But unfortunately, that is only the movie, which has a lot of unreal places, there are also a lot of unreal 

information. 

So Ji Feng can only take the movie as entertainment to see, but do not dare to take the information 

revealed in the movie as true. 

Therefore, under the leadership of the white spider, they took a cab and went to the hotel owned by the 

Vida Group and returned to the room arranged by Li Guoliang. 

When they returned to the hotel, a waiter came to greet them, and it was all answered by the white 

spider. 

So when they got back to the room, White Spider asked somewhat strangely, “Young Ji, you don’t 

understand a word they say?” 

It is reasonable to say that although the native language of the Chinese people is not English, but 

Chinese language, but the current situation is that in China, from kindergarten onwards, children are 

forced to start learning English, and at university there are even many schools that stipulate that if you 

can’t get an English test level certificate, you don’t want to get a diploma. 

The company’s main goal is to provide the best possible service to its customers. 

That’s why the white spider is a bit strange. 

Of course, this is also because the white spider and Ji Feng have become quite familiar with this 

question, otherwise, the white spider usually but will not say a word. 

“Khan!” 

Suddenly hearing the white spider ask this question, Ji Feng was stunned, then said with some 

embarrassment, “I, a student of the United University, am doing more or less not quite qualified!” 

Seeing the curious eyes of the white spider, Ji Feng laughed: “Before not going to college, has been in a 

small county school, from elementary school to high school has been in Mang Shi County, where the 

educational conditions you should be able to imagine, as long as the exams can be good, the rest is not 

important, as for what spoken English and so on, that is just a form, no one will pay attention. ” 

White spider asked, “Then the university ……” 

Ji Feng smiled and waved his hand and said, “You count on your fingers, from the time you came to me, I 

have a semester how many days to go to school? And how many days are practicing English?” 

“That …… is true!” 

White spider can’t help but purse her lips and laugh lightly. 

Indeed, the previous thing white spider does not know, but since he came to Ji Feng, Ji Feng’s every 

move white spider is clear, although Ji Feng also go to school, but absenteeism for him has been a 

routine, usually the vast majority of the time, he is busy with other things. 



For example, things about the dynasty, or the Tengfei Group. 

Ji Feng laughed: “So yeah, how is my English, you can imagine.” 

White Spider nodded with a light smile and said, “That’s true. But Ji Shao, actually it doesn’t matter, to 

learn other languages, the most important thing is the language environment, for example, you don’t 

know a single word, but if you stay here for six months, you’ll naturally speak it.” 

Ji Feng laughed: “I do not have six months of time to waste here, the matter here to be resolved as soon 

as possible, as for foreign languages Well …… look at the book before the exam on the line, I do not 

intend to learn.” 

“Ding ……” 

The two were talking first, Ji Feng’s phone rang, it was the second brother Ji Shaolei called. 

He casually picked up the phone, “Second brother, what’s up?” 

The first thing you can do is to take a look at their injuries, and it’s impossible to come back in a short 

time. You can’t see what Hong Yiming’s expression was when those security consultants were carried 

out!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “I can imagine.” 

Originally, all of the protection has almost been under the control of Hong Yiming, but after this test, 

Hong Yiming originally wanted to give Chu Wangdong an ugly look, but the result is a loss of wife and a 

broken arm. 

This time, those loyal to Hong Yiming, almost cleaned up, the rest are also some small shrimp, not 

enough to fear. 

Hong Yiming’s face can look good only strange. 

Ji Shaolei said: “Third child, according to my observation, the personal safety of the young aunt is 

threatened, it is likely to have some relationship with Hong Yiming.” 

Ji Feng said, “In the absence of tangible evidence, should not be able to move Hong Yiming. But it does 

not matter, as long as he has ambition, sooner or later will reveal the cracks, take your time, the most 

important thing now, is to first straighten out all the security, to prevent further internal mischief.” 

Ji Shaolei said, “Don’t worry, I have me, and Li Guoliang and Zhao Jiang, it’s not difficult to straighten out 

the security department.” 

“That’s good!” Ji Feng nodded his head. 

“Saner, I’m calling you for something else.” Ji Shaolei said, “You and White Spider have arrived at the 

hotel, right?” 

“Already arrived.” Ji Feng said. 

“Then good, you take a rest first, later I will come with Chu Wangdong.” Ji Shaolei said. 

“Chu Wangdong is also coming over?” Ji Feng asked. 



“Of course, I saw his appearance, has guessed our identity, of course he must come over to ask a clear, 

otherwise, I’m afraid he will not be at ease.” Ji Shaolei said. 

Ji Feng thought about it, then nodded and said, “This is good, anyway, sooner or later will know, after he 

comes over, we will say clearly, so it is more convenient to cooperate.” 

Ji Shaolei said, “Then you can wait at the hotel, after this side of things are taken care of, we will go 

over.” 

“By the way!” 

Ji Feng asked, “Second brother, you see between Hong Lei and Chu Yue, is there any problem?” 

Ji Shaolei said, “Let’s talk about it after we meet.” 

Ji Feng’s brow then wrinkled, he secretly said, could there really be any problem between Chu Yue and 

Hong Lei? 

Hanging up the phone, Ji Feng deliberated for a moment and said, “White spider, you go rest, there is 

nothing more here.” 

White spider shook her head and said, “I’m not tired. Ji Shao, you take a rest.” 

The previous examination in the Weida Group was basically done by Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng, and White 

Spider did almost nothing, so she was not very tired. 

Ji Feng, however, did not rest, after the white spider returned to the room, he was sitting on the sofa, lit 

a cigarette, thinking up. 

…… 

Rice, Atlantic City. 

A person wearing a black coat and a mask is walking back and forth outside a room, although it is not 

possible to see the look on his face, but from his small movements of looking at the door of the room 

from time to time and then rubbing his hands together, it can be seen that he seems to be waiting for 

something, and his heart should be very anxious. 

“This is already the best experts in the headquarters, they are all genius people in this field, they will 

definitely be able to cure my son!” The masked man muttered. 

“Creak~~!” 

The door of the room opened, and a man in a white lab coat walked out. 

“Hoo~~!” 

The man in the black coat immediately greeted him and asked in a panic, “How is it, how is my son?” 

The white lab coat bowed slightly and said, “Your Majesty, the young grandson’s injury is not too 

serious, he only received a heavy blow to his waist and his lumbar vertebrae were smashed and broken 

……” 



“He–” 

The man in black coat couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air and said in a deep voice: “You mean, 

my son’s lumbar vertebrae were smashed and broken? Impossible! The bones in my son’s body are the 

most advanced materials, even if he is hit by a truck, it may not be able to break his bones ah, how is it 

possible ……” 

The white lab coat nodded and said, “Yes, according to the young male himself, he was hit by a gun, so it 

seems that the person who attacked the young male must be a supreme expert, at least, definitely not 

weaker than the most powerful super warrior in the organization, or even stronger!” 

The man in the black coat subconsciously repeated, “Super master …… heh!” 

He whirled and asked, “So how is my son now?” 

The white coat said, “If we just look at the injury of the young male, we only need to take out his 

vertebrae and replace them with new ones, and then adapt to them for a period of time, and then we 

can recover the same as the original, but ……” 

“But what?” The man in the black coat immediately asked. 

“But, according to our probing, the young gongzi’s condition is very bad, his body seems …… to have a 

strange energy that seems to be wreaking havoc on the young gongzi’s body, that’s why he is weakening 

day by day, if we don’t get rid of this energy, then even if we replace the young gongzi with the most 

advanced vertebrae He won’t be able to stand up, and it will even endanger his life.” 

The man in the black coat was furious: “What?! Then you guys hurry up and clear that energy away!” 

The white coat bowed and said, “Your Majesty, that energy is very peculiar, we are studying it, it may 

take some time ……” 

The man in the black coat frowned, “Is there no other way? Is that energy true qi? The organization does 

not have Chinese ancient martial arts experts? Let them come over and see if they can find a way.” 

The white coat nodded and said, “That’s one way.” 

The man in the black coat immediately said, “Then I will contact the headquarters, no matter what 

method is used, my son must be cured!” 

“Yes!” 

The man in the black coat took a few steps back and forth, gritting his teeth and saying, “Ji Feng! You are 

very good, very good na!” 

Chapter 1726 

“Good! Okay, then I’ll wait for that expert to arrive ……” 

In Rice, inside a building in Atlantic City, the man who wore a black coat with a mask on his face and was 

called Master Wang by the medical expert was currently talking to someone on the phone. 



After hearing that medical expert’s words, the king knew that there was little hope of saving his son by 

relying on the organization’s medical technology. 

When his son was seriously injured, he was saved by the organization’s most powerful medical expert, 

who also turned him into a reformer, and the king’s heart was somewhat settled. 

But now, his son is injured again, even the medical experts are no longer able to help, the king’s heart is 

almost cold. 

You know, he invited the best medical experts in the organization, they can even give a large living 

person can be directly dissected and then replaced with special materials made of bones, and artificially 

manufactured flesh and blood, can make those people’s combat power geometrically exponential 

increase. 

If such people are helpless against their son’s injuries, then who else can save him? 

The king put his last hope on the Chinese ancient martial arts expert who had not been with the 

organization for too long, but possessed an extremely profound inner strength, and I was afraid that 

only he would be able to save his son. 

At this moment, the king’s heart could not help but be somewhat grateful, fortunately, he had 

previously found a way to collect many experts of the Xuan Yin `door, and also collected some other 

ancient martial arts experts, which allowed his son’s body to have a chance to improve. 

If you wait until the Chinese military cleans up the organization’s forces in South Guangdong, then you 

want to collect those ancient martial arts experts, it will be too late! 

“Thanks to Ji Feng!” The king could not help but sneer, “Ji Feng, you are really my great benefactor, 

several times you let my son get injured, even twice you let his life be in danger and almost killed, you 

are really capable!” 

“You worked so hard, if I don’t thank you properly, how can I live up to all your efforts?” 

Although the king’s voice was not too intense, yet, one could hear that almost bitter hatred from his 

cold words. 

Obviously, the king really hated Ji Feng to his bones. 

Because the trouble and pain that Ji Feng brought to the king was too much! 

In fact, as early as the Chinese military’s raid on Southern Guangdong, the king already knew about it. 

At the beginning, he even left his son to preside over the situation in Nan Yue, so you can imagine how 

much importance he attached to Nan Yue. In fact, South Guangdong indeed, he could not help but pay 

attention to. 

Not to mention the other, just the location of South Guangdong alone, is very important. 

As the first economic province of China, the position of Nan Yue in the overall economic system of China 

is self-evident, Nan Yue, Jiangzhou, Yanjing, Jinling, SAR …… these cities, in China have a pivotal position. 



The South Guangdong is just a provincial capital, Yuezhou, is enough to compare with these cities, not to 

mention the South Guangdong has an open special zone, and there is a delta of gold, and so on. 

In terms of the economic system, even if China can be less than Jiangzhou, it can never be less than Nan 

Yue, which is the status of Nan Yue in China. 

In addition, and then from the geographic strategic location, South Guangdong is the most important. 

It is because of all these reasons that the king attaches importance to Nan Yue, which is placed at the 

top of other cities in China. 

When he had to leave because of something, he even put his son in Nan Yue and let him take over the 

affairs of Nan Yue. 

It was also earned because of the importance the king attached to Nan Yue, so when the Chinese 

military raided Nan Yue the first time, the king received the news, and subsequently, the king learned 

that his son was injured and nearly died. 

From that time on, the king’s heart was raised. 

The bad news in Southern Guangdong was one after another, and those strongholds he had operated 

over the years, as well as those shadowy forces, were almost all uprooted. 

If the king hadn’t had a bright and dark arrangement a long time ago, then today no one from the 

dynasty would be seen in South Guangdong! 

Even now, the dynasty’s forces in southern Guangdong has suffered the heaviest blow, leaving the king’s 

heart dripping with blood. 

But what worries the king even more is his son’s injuries. 

At that time, after the raid on South Guangdong by the Chinese military, the king received news that his 

son had been injured and that the expert escort by his side was nowhere to be found, because the 

organization’s forces in South Guangdong had almost been uprooted, and the only ones left were the 

most hidden strongholds, which were used by the king to hide and flee for his life in the most urgent 

moments. 

Therefore, the level of medical experts in Southern Guangdong is limited, and there are not enough 

people. 

After the king knew the news, he immediately tried everything to get his son to Rice, but he never 

thought that even the best medical experts in the organization were helpless to do anything about it. 

They could only put their last hope on the body of the ancient martial arts experts. 

This made the hatred in the king’s heart reach the extreme, he really hated Ji Feng to the extreme! 

It was this little brat of the Ji family that time and again made his son fall on his face, causing the 

organization to suffer heavy losses, and even made the king himself ashamed, almost exposing his 

identity several times. 



It can be said that both the king, or the dynasty organization, or his son, the young male, have suffered 

great losses at the hands of Ji Feng, so how could the king not hate? 

“Just wait, you will pay for this!” The king’s low voice contained a thick anger, “You yourself are a super 

expert, yet, you don’t know how many people you can protect, by yourself! I’ll also let you have a taste 

of what it’s like to see your loved ones being tortured with your own eyes!” 

“Dad ……” 

A slightly frail voice came from the room inside. 

The king immediately stood up and walked quickly into the room, “Son, what’s wrong with you?” 

In that inside room there was a big bed, and the little prince was lying on the bed, on all fours, 

motionless …… but because, his legs could not move at all, since the parts below the lumbar vertebrae, 

he could not exert any force at all. 

And surprisingly, even with his father, the young male still did not take off the mask on his face, only, 

now the odd mask on his face, but replaced with a soft texture of the film. 

“Dad, my leg, is it hopeless?” The young male asked. 

“How is it possible, the experts have said, you want to stand up is no problem at all, just need a little 

time to do the preparation ……,” the king hurriedly said. 

“My body, I know very well, I feel weaker and weaker now!” In one sentence, the young duke blocked 

the king’s explanation. 

“It seems that it’s hard for me to stand up.” Seeing that the king was silent, the young gongzi 

understood. 

He said in a deep voice: “It’s no big deal to make me sit in a wheelchair from now on, but, I only hate 

that bastard Ji Feng! He has caused me pain several times, but I can’t do anything with him, and now I’ve 

become like this, and I can’t do anything with Ji Feng in the future …… I hate it!” 

The little grandson pounded the bed with hatred …… now, that was the only thing he could do. 

The king hurried to comfort, said: “Son, don’t worry, I have such a son as you, certainly will not let go of 

it. I have contacted a Chinese ancient martial arts expert, medical experts say that there is a special 

energy in your body, most likely true qi …… just wait for that ancient martial arts expert to come, you 

will soon be able to get well!” 

The young male’s eyes lit up: “Really?” 

The king said, “Of course!” 

The young duke asked, “That ancient martial arts expert, how long will it take to arrive?” 

The king said, “He is still in the boundary tent, if he moves immediately to come, it will take a day or 

two, if he prepares a little more, at most five days, he will definitely be able to arrive.” 

“Five days ……” 



The young male said, “I have to lie in this bed, half dead for five days! No, I can’t just stupidly wait, I 

want to make Ji Feng pay while I’m still alive!” 

The king said, “Son, don’t worry, the reason why I brought you to Rice is, on the one hand, to facilitate 

the rescue and treatment, and on the other hand, I intend to take revenge for you!” 

“Oh?” 

The young male immediately asked: “How to take out the anger? Ji Feng is far away in China, we are in 

the country, how to help me out?” 

The king said, “I have learned before, the Ji family actually has a daughter in Rice, and run a large group 

of companies, originally I did not intend to move her, because this will certainly anger the Ji family, not 

conducive to the interests of the organization, but now …… Ji family must pay the price! ” 

“Really?!” The young grandson was immediately ecstatic: “Good! Father, let me do this thing, I want to 

slowly torture the Ji family! I would like to see, after leaving the shelter of the Ji family, what kind of 

storm they can still turn up in Rice!” 

…… 

The first thing you need to do is to find out where the two of them are hiding, and kill them on the spot, 

even if they are put in jail for it! 

And because Ji Feng does not know, so at this moment, he is leisurely holding the remote control, in the 

room, casually change the channel, watching the Rice TV program. 

In fact, he could not understand much, his foreign language level is not to this extent. However, since he 

had come to the country, as the white spider said, learning a foreign language, the language 

environment is very important, now there are foreign language speakers everywhere around, he 

decided to learn a temporary, as the saying goes, sharpening the gun, not fast also light, that is the 

meaning. 

What’s more, with Ji Feng’s memory, he wants to learn, I believe it will take much shorter time than 

ordinary people use. 

“Knock knock ……” 

Suddenly, a knock sounded on the door. 

Ji Feng turned his head to look, could not help but raise his eyebrows and said, “Please come in!” 

He had already seen the person outside the door, it was Ji Shaolei who had brought Chu Wangdong. 

Sure enough, it was Ji Shaolei and Chu Wangdong who came in, Ji Feng stood up and smiled, “Assistant 

Chu, here you are ……” 

However, Chu Wangdong was looking at him with a smile on his face and said, “Cousin, still so polite 

with me?” 

Chapter 1727 



Sure enough, came in is Ji Shaolei and Chu Wangdong duo, Ji Feng stood up, smiled and said, “Assistant 

Chu, come ……” 

However, Chu Wangdong was looking at him with a smile on his face and said, “Cousin, still so polite 

with me?” 

Ji Feng could not help but smile and looked at Ji Shaolei, who returned his smile, “Third child, Wangdong 

already knows.” 

That’s it! 

In fact, as soon as Chu Wangdong opened his mouth, Ji Feng understood that Chu Wangdong must have 

known his and his second brother’s identity from his second brother, in fact, there was nothing to hide, 

he and his second brother came to Rice this time, originally to help little aunt solve the trouble, and then 

as much as possible to persuade little aunt to return to China, at least, to meet the old man to do so. 

So to Xiao Gu’s family, their identity need not be hidden at all. 

Now that they are talking about it, instead, it is more conducive to future cooperation, and Ji Feng is 

optimistic about it. 

“Yah!” 

Suddenly, a surprised voice rang out, and immediately after that, Ji Feng saw behind Ji Shaolei and Chu 

Wangdong, a fiery red shadow revealed, “Are you really the child of the first uncle’s family? Is my 

cousin?” 

Ji Feng stunned, he fixed his mind this only to see, this fiery red shadow is actually Chu Yue’s head, that 

red is her hair …… do not look carefully, but also thought that Chu Wangdong and Ji Shaolei behind a 

fire! 

Ji Shaolei nodded and laughed: “Yes, Chu Yue, this is your cousin, Ji Feng, you’ve met before in the 

training hall of the Weida Group, right?” 

“Yah! Although I’ve seen him before, but I didn’t have time to see him clearly at that time.” Chu Yue 

said, “At that time, I was so focused on watching the match, who would have thought that this kid who 

almost bumped into me was actually my cousin?” 

“……” 

At that time it was you who suddenly pushed open the door and rushed in, without even looking, and 

that’s why you almost hit me, right? 

In this issue, Ji Feng think it is better not to argue, he saw, Chu Yue the girl’s character is indeed too 

windy, want to tangle with her on this issue, that can only be to find themselves uncomfortable. 

So Ji Feng wisely avoided this topic, he lightly coughed, smiled and greeted: “Cousin, hello.” 

Chu Yue immediately smiled, her eyes turned into crescent, it seems she was still very satisfied with Ji 

Feng’s attitude, only to see her walking out from behind Ji Shaolei and the two of them with her hands 



behind her back, coming to Ji Feng, she looked up and down a few times, seemingly scrutinizing Ji Feng, 

that look made Ji Feng very uncomfortable. 

“Well! Not bad, looks like a talented man, if others see it, they won’t think you’ve disgraced me.” Chu 

Yue had an old-fashioned look and commented on Ji Feng. 

“……” 

Several black lines then sprang up on Ji Feng’s forehead. 

Chu Wangdong said, “Xiao Yue, come on, Ji Feng is our relative, he is our own family, don’t be so rude 

when you talk.” 

Who knows, Chu Yue heard but rolled his eyes, very disdainful said: “Cut ~ ~! What do you know ah, I 

just treat them as a family, so talk to them so, if it is outsiders, I do not even bother to pay attention to 

them.” 

Chu Wangdong shook his head helplessly and just wanted to speak, Ji Shaolei laughed next to him, 

“Come on, Wangdong, Xiaoyue is still young, you should not talk about her.” 

Chu Wangdong could not help but say, “She is still young? Look at Ji Feng, younger than her, but it looks 

as if he is the brother, this girl is really ……” 

Chu Yue heard, immediately beautiful eyes glared, angry: “Big brother, you dare to say this to me, 

believe it or not I will go back to tell Dad, if he knows, he will definitely clean you up!” 

Chu Wangdong turned his head and said, “Shao Lei, you see it?” 

Ji Shaolei could not help but laugh: “All right, all right, let’s all sit down and talk.” 

Ji Feng also could not help but smile, he could see that Chu Yue was actually spoiled, that’s why she 

seemed a bit spiteful. However, today this girl does not seem to have much makeup, now looks, Chu Yue 

is also quite beautiful, although it can not be said to be a stunning beauty, but at least her looks are also 

very distinguished. 

Of course, this is only possible with the eyes of the Chinese people. 

Like people in Western countries, their aesthetic standards are still very different from the Chinese. 

Ji Feng’s gaze glanced from Chu Yue’s body, he could not help but shake his head, Chu Yue’s body is now 

the most uncomfortable place to look at, is her red hair, looks really some eyesore. 

If the distance is far, at first glance, people may be mistaken for a big rooster flying in! 

Her head shape, simply like the crown on the head of a rooster! 

Ji Feng could not help but shake his head and smile, in fact, from Chu Yue’s head shape can vaguely see 

this girl’s character, if it is a quiet person who does not like to show off, how could stay this kind of hair? 

Because it is a suite, so the facilities in the room is quite perfect, a few people were sitting on the sofa 

and chairs, Chu Wangdong spoke first. 



He said, “Ji Feng, the purpose of your coming to Rice, Shao Lei has already told me, I think, this matter 

can not be rushed ……” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and asked, “What did second brother tell you?” 

Chu Wangdong smiled and asked, “Why, is there another version of your answer?” 

Ji Shaolei said next to him, “Third child, I’ve told Wangdong everything, I don’t think there’s any need to 

hide in this matter, Wangdong should still know the big picture.” 

Hearing him say so, Ji Feng also understood, the second brother must have told Chu Wangdong all the 

things, which, including learning that the little aunt in this side of the trouble, and they came over is also 

intended to help the little aunt solve these troubles, at the same time, more hope can persuade the 

little aunt back to the country. 

But then, this matter can not be explained in one or two words can be clear. 

So originally Ji Feng only intended to tell Chu Wangdong, they are to see his sister, the other, nothing to 

say, so as to save the trouble. 

After all, it is reasonable for nephews to visit their sister-in-law, and no one can say anything. 

But now it is said and said. 

Ji Feng nodded and said: “Second brother is right, this time we came to Rice, on the one hand, in China 

when I heard that my sister was in trouble, so I wanted to come over to do my part and help my sister. 

Of course, in addition to that there is a very important purpose, that is, we hope to persuade little aunt 

to return to the country.” 

Chu Wangdong nodded, Ji Feng’s statement was the same as what Ji Shaolei said, he nodded and said, 

“Ji Feng, for our side of things, you guys came all the way from China, even though we are all family, I 

still have to thank you properly.” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “There is no need to say thank you, you also said, we are all family, it is 

meaningless to say this.” 

“Yes, too! I’m the one who’s a bit pretentious.” Chu Wangdong smiled and nodded his head. 

“Wangdong, do you think that if the two of us persuade little aunt to return to China, she will agree?” Ji 

Shaolei asked from the side. 

“This ……” 

Chu Wangdong shook his head and said, “Frankly speaking, I really don’t know how to answer you to 

this question.” 

Ji Shaolei asked, “How do you say this?” 

Chu Wangdong explained, “This is because, my mother did some things that made it hard for me to 

guess her mind. For example, in the Vida Group, whenever she communicates with Chinese people, or 

with some Chinese who come from other places, she never speaks English, she tries to speak Chinese. As 



you can see, in the group, all the Chinese people basically speak Mandarin when communicating with 

each other.” 

Ji Shaolei nodded, he also noticed this point. 

It is reasonable to say that the Weida Group is a group of companies in Rice, the staff inside from all 

over the world, of course, the vast majority of them are joined the Rice nationality, they are proficient in 

English, then in the group of course, speak English. 

Once there was a Chinese actress, into the Hollywood, once in an interview with a Chinese reporter, the 

star is a mouthful of English, the Chinese reporter were frozen, not that the reporter did not understand 

English, just did not expect, the star in communication with their own people, also speak English. 

But in the Vida Group, there are many people speaking Chinese. 

“From this point on, you can see that actually my mother is still very affectionate to Huaxia.” Chu 

Wangdong said, “According to this, if you guys persuade, I think she will agree to return to China in eight 

out of ten`9 cases.” 

“You go on.” Ji Shaolei did not rush to be happy, he could see that Chu Wangdong still had something to 

say that had not been said. 

“However, when at home, mother is never mentioned anything about China!” Chu Wangdong said, 

“Even if we ask, she never said, and, until now, we still do not know, why mother came to Rice in the 

first place, and why never mentioned!” 

Ji Shaolei interjected, “So you think, little aunt should not want to return to China?” 

Chu Wangdong spread his hands and smiled bitterly, “That’s why I said, I don’t know how to answer you. 

If mother didn’t have any feelings for Huaxia, she wouldn’t insist on speaking Huaxia in the company, 

but if she wanted to go back, then why did she never mention anything about Huaxia?” 

Ji Feng asked, “What is little aunt’s opinion?” 

Chu Wangdong shook his head and said, “My father never mentioned it either, and I don’t know if it was 

because he didn’t want to mention it himself, or because he didn’t want to make my mother angry!” 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei looked at each other, and both of them could not help but frown slightly. 

It seems that things are really not as simple as they imagined. 

Before Ji Feng just saw the information of the family of his sister, he also heart snickers, sister named 

the eldest son Chu Wangdong, that means is not looking east? 

Since ancient times, the East is a general reference to China, which is recognized by the whole world, 

then the meaning of the little sister is not very clear? 

But now it seems that Xiao Gu still has a knot in her heart, trying to persuade her to return to China, I’m 

afraid it’s not that easy. 
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But now it seems that the little aunt’s heart still has a knot in it, trying to persuade her to return to 

China, I’m afraid it’s not that easy. 

Ji Feng secretly pondered. 

“Oh, I said you guys are here to mutter what ah, want to know what mother is thinking, directly go back 

to ask her on the line?” Chu Yue saw several people frowning, could not help but say. 

“How can this directly go back and ask?” Chu Wangdong shook his head, “Xiao Yue, don’t follow the 

trouble.” 

“Cut~! Can’t think of a way to do it yourself, then say I’m messing up!” 

Chu Yue glanced at him and hummed, “What can’t I ask? Relatives come, always have to lead into the 

home, right, anyway, can not always let people stay in the hotel …… and once they arrive home, mother 

naturally know, since sooner or later have to know, then why can not directly ask?” 

Chu Wangdong was stunned. 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei looked at each other and laughed, of course, they laughed not at what Chu Yue 

said, but when she was talking, chattering, her voice can be described as crunchy, that look is really no 

different from a small child. 

“Shao Lei, you see ……” Chu Wang Dong is a little hesitant. 

“Do you think Chu Yue’s argument has any truth to it?” Ji Shaolei asked with a smile. 

“Actually, if you think about it carefully, what Xiaoyue said, it is not completely without reason. Since 

you guys are here, you definitely have to go to the house, you can’t stay in the hotel all the time. Once 

mother sees you guys, I’m afraid she will understand what’s going on.” Chu Wangdong said. 

Ji Shaolei nodded slightly, as long as the little aunt knew his and Ji Feng’s identity, she must have known 

the purpose of their visit, it’s not like she said she was here for a trip and stopped by. 

…… If that’s the case, then why join the security department of Weida Group? 

“But ……” 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

Chu Yue said, “Then no matter what, we should always go to the home, right?” 

Chu Wangdong nodded and said, “That’s right, we always have to go home, Xiao Yue, you have a good 

point today!” 

Chu Yue immediately proudly held up her head and said, “That is of course, when did I say ha no reason? 

It’s just that you underestimate people!” 

But immediately after that, her next sentence revealed her true purpose. 

“If cousin they go to the house, when mother is happy, she might let them teach me kung fu, cousin, 

you’re really great!” 



“……” 

Several people were crying and laughing. 

Chu Wangdong shook his head, no longer pay attention to Chu Yue, as the big brother, he really knows 

his little sister’s character too well, so he directly ignored his words and said, “I think so, I’ll go back first, 

and talk to my mother, let her have a preparation first, and then come to pick you guys up, do you think 

this is okay?” 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei looked at each other, nodded at the same time and said, “This is a good 

arrangement.” 

Chu Wangdong then stood up and said, “Then I’ll go back here, Xiao Yue, you stay and accompany them 

to stroll around.” 

Chu Yue smiled happily: “Good, good, big brother you hurry back, here leave it to me.” 

Chu Wangdong said, “I’m telling you, your cousins have something to do, you can’t give them trouble, 

otherwise, I’ll tell mother!” 

“Oh, I know, so nagging!” Chu Yue impatiently waved her hand, “Hurry up and go.” 

“You!” 

Chu Wangdong shook his head helplessly and said to Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng, “You have seen the character 

of this girl Xiao Yue, she is windy and has no trace of girlishness, if she makes any unreasonable request, 

you should ignore her.” 

Chu Yue immediately stomped her feet in anger: “How can you be a big brother like this, go, go, go!” 

Saying that, she pushed Chu Wangdong out. 

“Boom!” 

Chu Yue closed the door to the room, then clapped her hands and laughed playfully, “This is good, that 

big mother Chu Wangdong was kicked out by me, cousin cousin, go, I’ll take you guys to play!” 

Ji Shaolei smiled and asked, “Where to go?” 

Chu Yue said, “This New York fun place more! But …… China’s Jiangzhou should also be very good, are 

modern metropolis, I believe Jiangzhou and New York should be similar, see the high-rise buildings is not 

much fun, so, I take you to a very fun place, I believe you will like it!” 

Ji Shaolei also could not help but be curious and asked with a smile, “Chu Yue, you always have to say 

where we are going, right?” 

“Aiya, say you do not know, anyway, you come with me is, after arriving, will certainly let you open your 

eyes!” As she spoke, Chu Yue pulled Ji Feng’s sleeve: “Get up, let’s go downstairs to eat first, then pack 

up and then go over is almost done.” 

Ji Feng laughed bitterly: “Can you not go?” 



Chu Yue immediately said, “Of course not, big brother asked me to take you guys to play properly, if you 

don’t go how can you?” 

She also pulled Ji Shaolei’s clothes: “Cousin, get up, this little cousin is not too obedient, you have to set 

an example for him to follow, get up quickly!” 

Ji Shaolei cried and laughed: “Okay, okay, we’ll go with you, okay?” 

He turned his head to look at Ji Feng, helplessly said: “Three children, get up, Xiao Yue so enthusiastic, 

we must give her face, ah, otherwise, her enthusiasm is not all in vain!” 

Chu Yue immediately nodded straight: “That’s right, or cousin understand.” 

She does not know, Ji Shaolei is actually telling Ji Feng, see this girl is full of energy, we must comply with 

her, otherwise, her mind is not reached, may not be what ghost ideas, or go along with it. 

If Chu Yue knows, certainly no longer think Ji Shaolei understand things. 

Ji Feng also could not help but smile, nodded and said, “Okay, as long as you do not sell us out today, 

wherever you want to go.” 

Chu Yue suddenly smiled cheekily: “Look at what you say, I do sister how could you be sold, you are not 

three years old, right …… do not say so much, go.” 

Ji Feng hurriedly said, “Wait a minute, not yet.” 

Chu Yue suddenly asked in a huff: “What again? You just promised, you don’t want to back out again, 

right?” 

Ji Feng said, “My friend is still resting in the room, if you want to go, we will all go together!” 

“Oh, I remember, there is a very beautiful beauty who came with you, right?” Chu Yue immediately said, 

“I’ll go get her!” 

She ran to the door of another room in the suite and knocked on the door, “Beauty, this is Xiao Yue, let’s 

go play together, right?” 

There was no movement in the room. 

Chu Yue muttered, “Is he still awake?” 

She immediately raised her hand to knock again, this time the door suddenly opened, immediately after, 

Chu Yue only felt a black shadow flashing in front of her eyes, before she could react, she felt a 

tightening of the neck, then she found that she was held by someone’s neck, and at the throat, there 

was a pen against …… 

Ji Feng immediately shouted, “White spider, it’s one of our own!” 

Chu Yue was even more immediately frightened shouted: “Hey hey hey, beautiful women must not 

misunderstand, I am Ji Shaolei’s cousin, Ji Feng’s cousin, is here to call you to go out together!” 

Only then did the white spider let go of Chu Yue’s neck, the pen was also put back by her: “Sorry, this is 

my conditioned reflex ……” 



Just now in her sleep, white spider heard an unfamiliar voice outside the door, she immediately 

subconsciously raised her guard, to know, this suite can now only her and Ji Feng two people, but 

outside the door is not Ji Feng’s voice, white spider casually a pen on the bedside table as a weapon. 

Just did not expect that it was actually Chu Yue. 

“Phew~~!” 

Chu Yue rubbed her neck and took a few steps back in panic, complaining, “Cousin, what’s wrong with 

this friend of yours, looking so pretty, how to move so fierce, but scared me to death, I thought I ran into 

a killer again!” 

White spider said sincerely: “I’m sorry, I was wrong, please forgive me.” 

Ji Shaolei also smiled and said, “Chu Yue, you should not blame Bai Spider, she is a guard, she is 

extremely vigilant, you ran so quickly to knock on the door, it is no wonder that she is very alert.” 

Chu Yue nodded and said, “Okay, I forgive you. However, next time you have to remember my voice, 

you can’t get it wrong again, or else if you make a little more effort just now, a hole will appear in my 

throat, and I’ll die for nothing, there’s really no place to talk about it!” 

Several people could not help but smile, they also saw, Chu Yue, although this girl looks like a little girl, 

but in fact, she not only has a fiery nature, but also a good character, at least not the kind of calculating 

people, also considered quite generous. 

Or, she is still essentially good, may just be spoiled. 

And at this time Ji Feng is to notice Chu Yue words other content, he asked: “Chu Yue, you just said, 

thought you met a killer again …… did you also met a killer before?” 

Chu Yue was stunned, then spit out her tongue and said, “Spilled the beans …… Hey, cousin, you people 

are too rude, Chu Yue this name is also you can call? You have to call your cousin ……” 

Ji Shaolei’s expression also serious, immediately asked, “Xiaoyue, do not digress, what is going on?” 

To know, originally according to Li Guoliang said, only the little aunt met with an attack, but did not say 

that Chu Yue also once met with a killer, so it seems that they still have a lot of situations are not 

grasped. 

Chu Yue nodded helplessly and said, “Okay, I can tell you guys, but you’re not allowed to tell my mom, 

and even more so, you’re not allowed to tell my big brother.” 

Ji Shaolei said, “As long as you tell the truth, I will keep it a secret for you.” 

“Okay then!” 

Chu Yue said: “About a month ago, one day Thomas …… and I came back from outside with a friend of 

mine, but the car broke down on the way, we were about to call a tow truck, the result suddenly came 

from the side of a man, shooting at us, fortunately my friend at the time resourceful, early found out 

that something is wrong, and then pulled me out of the way, and then the patrol came, the killer only 

rushed to escape, otherwise, I may have been killed!” 



Chapter 1729 

After Chu Yue finished speaking, Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei both couldn’t help but frown. 

Now it seems that Chu Yue had been attacked, this is an indisputable fact, from this it is also enough to 

see that the situation of the little aunt in the rice country is really how bad, even the personal safety of 

her family members are under extremely serious threat. 

“Do you know who did it?” Ji Shaolei asked in a deep voice. Although his face was not too ugly, but his 

eyes were flashing with anger. 

There were some people that went too far in their actions. 

Chu Yue is only a girl in her twenties, and does not look too bad, although speaking and doing things are 

a bit windy, but everyone has flaws, it is not so much to go to hell? 

What’s more, Ji Shaolei also does not think that a person doing things in a windy manner is much of a 

flaw! 

But the other party is to such a girl to attack, and up to want her life, this is too cruel and spicy. 

The so-called disaster is less than family, it seems that this rule does not apply in the rice country, some 

people are too shameless. 

Chu Yue shook her head and said, “I don’t know, at that time the police came and did an investigation, 

but then there was no news, I was afraid that my mother was worried, so I didn’t tell her.” 

Ji Shaolei nodded, his face eased a lot, no matter how to say, Chu Yue is still considered good, at least, 

she has a piece of filial piety. 

Ji Feng asked: “Have you asked the friend who was with you? That killer, whether it is for you, or for 

your friend? Or maybe it was just an accident?” 

Chu Yue helplessly said, “Which I do not know, anyway, we were in danger, and then my friend was 

scared for many days did not dare to go out ……” 

Ji Feng immediately asked: “What about you, this time you went out? Did you encounter this kind of 

thing again?” 

Once mentioned this, Chu Yue’s face immediately fell, she said: “I would like to go out, but my mother 

said that recently outside is not very safe, hard to let me go out alone, even to go out, but also must be 

accompanied by someone …… but now it is good, you guys in, I will certainly not There is nothing 

wrong!” 

Here, Chu Yue happy again: “Go, go late can be too late.” 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei looked at each other, both of them were crying and laughing. 

This Chu Yue, when it comes to play that really forget everything, really heartless enough can be. To 

know, if it is a general girl encounter this kind of assassination by the killer thing, I am afraid already 

scared at a loss, even a few months do not dare to go out, but look at Chu Yue, she does not seem to be 

affected by anything at all, especially when it comes to play, that the excitement immediately came. 



“Let’s go!” Chu Yue pulled Ji Shaolei’s clothes, “I promise you guys will love it when you get there.” 

“Fine, fine, you don’t pull me, let’s go now, okay?” Ji Shaolei said helplessly. 

“Then let’s go quickly!” 

“Chu Yue …… I said cousin, aren’t you afraid that when you go out, you’ll encounter another shooting or 

something like that?” Ji Feng asked as he walked outside. 

“Was a little afraid, but with a few of you experts here, what else do I have to be afraid of?” Chu Yue 

said. 

“If the other side has a gun, we may not be able to protect you ah!” Ji Feng said, “We are not some 

superman, the sword and gun can not enter.” 

“What’s wrong with having a gun, we have one too!” Chu Yue said casually. 

“We also have?” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“Yes, one of the gifts I received when I became an adult was a pistol! That was given to me by dad!” Chu 

Yue said. 

Sweat! 

Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei were speechless at that moment. 

They have heard that when their children come of age, there are parents give their children cars and 

houses, there are also companies, and even directly to the children to arrange all the road behind, but 

have not heard of the gun. 

But look at Chu Yue’s natural look, Ji Feng two people realized that China is really too much different 

from the rice country. Here, you can’t always use the thinking of China to see what happens in Rice. 

At Chu Yue’s urging, several people first ate lunch in the hotel, then went back to the room and simply 

cleaned up, and then, the four of them, in Chu Yue’s car, left the hotel. 

“I tell you ah, today I take you to places, to ensure that you have never seen, will certainly be an eye-

opener!” Chu Yue while driving, while excitedly said, “really special hot exciting Oh, when the time to 

keep your eyes open, do not miss the exciting details!” 

Ji Feng two people really listen more and more wrong, what is called hot exciting? 

Ji Shaolei could not help but ask: “Chu Yue, you are actually going to take us to where ah?” 

Chu Yue said, “Can’t tell you now, wait until you know.” 

Helpless! 

Looking at Chu Yue’s mysterious and seemingly show-off look, Ji Shaolei and the others knew that it was 

impossible to get information from Chu Yue’s mouth now, and it was good that both Ji Shaolei and Ji 

Feng were not the kind of people who were curious, so seeing that Chu Yue did not want to say, they 

simply stopped asking. 



As for the white spider, it would be even less likely to ask. Her duty was to protect Ji Feng’s safety, 

anything else, she wouldn’t deliberately ask too much. 

“Ding ……” 

Suddenly, a phone rang. 

Chu Yue decisively slowed down, then casually put on the headset: “hello……” 

But soon, Chu Yue’s face showed a look of impatience, she said loudly, “Where am I this is my personal 

matter, why are you asking this?” 

“…… no time, please stop harassing me, otherwise, I will beat you up!” Chu Yue’s fire seems to be very 

big. 

“I appreciate your kindness, I’m safe, if you don’t harass me!” 

“Pop!” 

Chu Yue finished speaking and hung up the phone straight away. 

She couldn’t help but huff and puff, “And you really think of yourself as my boyfriend!” 

Seeing this, Ji Shaolei couldn’t help but laughingly ask: “Chu Yue, who called you and made you so 

angry?” 

Chu Yue said in a good-natured manner, “Who else can there be, it’s not that annoying guy Hong Lei, 

really, pestering me all day long!” 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and laughed: “Cousin, Hong Lei is pursuing you? This is a good thing, isn’t it 

very happy for a girl to be pursued?” 

“I’m still happy?” 

When Chu Yue heard this, those two eyebrows went up, at this moment she was like a cat whose tail 

was stepped on, and said angrily, “I can’t wait to kick him to death! Hong Lei that stupid bastard, if his 

old man is not Hong Yiming, I would have cleaned him up long ago!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smirk. 

Ji Shaolei asked with a smile: “Xiao Yue, I think Hong Lei can still ah, the person is naturally handsome, 

very handsome, and also has a connotation, talk is also good, his origin is also quite good, and you are 

still a very good match ah!” 

Chu Yue impatiently waved her hand: “All right, all right! You guys just do not talk about that stupid, or 

we go back to the hotel now, I do not take you to play! Really, it is not easy to come out to play once, 

can not mention such a spoilsport ah?” 

Ji Shaolei laughed: “Okay, let’s not mention him.” 

Ji Feng also shook his head and laughed, Chu Yue this temper, but also really some straightforward cute. 



However, what made Ji Feng more happy was that apparently there was no intimate relationship 

between Chu Yue and Hong Lei, which could be seen from Chu Yue’s performance. 

Ji Feng does not think that just now Chu Yue is in disguise, if so, then her acting skills are really good, to 

go to Hollywood is not a problem. 

Although Ji Feng and Chu Yue contact time is not very long, only a few hours only, but he has about to 

figure out Chu Yue’s temper. 

This is a straightforward girl, like to play, can’t sit still, do things in the wind, very much like a boy. 

I think, she dresses like a little girl, I’m afraid it is also because of personality problems, of course, there 

must be the impact of the environment of the rice country on her. 

Many people say that the children born in the 80s and 90s in China are unproductive, rebellious, 

ignorant, stupid, and are rotten to the wall. But in fact, they are compared with the youth of the rice 

country, that can be considered three good students. 

In Rice, many children from the teenage years began a career as professional hooligans, many of them 

are smoking ` drugs, marijuana and other things almost become the daily snacks of these children seem 

to be. 

In addition, the openness of the rice people to sex, but also make these children early degenerate. The 

reason is that dozens of teenage boys and girls of 17 or 18 years old were having a crazy party together, 

and white flour was the catalyst for their excitement. 

And when they sucked all light and delirious, it started ****, but one of the girls’ body went wrong, was 

tossed by a dozen teenagers to hemorrhage, but because the people present were delirious, so until the 

girl died of blood loss, surprisingly, no one found! 

They waited until they came to their senses the next day, only to find that the girl had been dead for a 

long time. 

This case caused a stir in the local area, and triggered a discussion on youth education and other fallout, 

but it is clear that the youth growing up in Rice, may not be as good as others think! 

Of course, Chu Yue has not yet gone that far, I believe that the little aunt will certainly not let her 

become that way, but in any case, Chu Yue now this dress, certainly still affected by the surrounding 

environment, but in fact, her own character is not bad. 

That’s good! 

As long as the guidance is good, it is difficult for Chu Yue to become a big girl, but to become a person 

who follows the rules and does not take the wrong path, that is still easy to do. 

Chu Yue drove the car, through the city and then to the suburbs, the car obviously speeded up. 

“We’re almost there.” Chu Yue suddenly said. 

“Hmm?” 



Ji Feng but subconsciously looked back, he just suddenly felt that there seems to be something not quite 

right where …… there is a sense of danger. 

Chapter 1730 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng but subconsciously looked back, he just suddenly felt that there seems to be something wrong 

where …… there is a sense of danger. 

This is a very vague feeling, and only for a moment, and then disappeared. 

If Ji Feng’s perception was not too keen, he would even think that it was just a momentary trance of his 

own, but now he is aware that his feeling is probably right, because countless times in the past the facts 

have proved that his perception in this regard is very keen. 

For example, being watched, or someone with murderous intent …… towards himself often Ji Feng will 

have a feeling. 

Of course, this feeling is also within a certain range to have, if the distance is too far, Ji Feng is likewise 

not noticeable, he is not yet so strong, much less unpredictable. 

But from this point on it can be seen that there must be some kind of danger in the vicinity, although I 

do not know who it is for, but Ji Feng is secretly alert. 

Ji Feng turned his head and sat upright, no longer looking back, because just now he turned back for a 

moment, did not find anything wrong. 

The road behind was empty, no vehicles passed by, and no pedestrians passed by, which ruled out the 

possibility of someone following, or at least, even if someone was following, it wasn’t on this road. 

So now the situation is, Ji Feng and others in the light, but the danger is in the dark, if there is a 

movement, may be the other side to find. 

“Ji Shao ……” White spider looked at Ji Feng and reminded in a low voice: “Be careful.” 

“Just sit tight.” Ji Feng smiled and said. Obviously, the white spider also felt it, which proves that Ji 

Feng’s previous feeling was right, it was not an illusion. 

White spider nodded slightly and did not say anything else. 

Encounter with danger for them, that is almost all home, so they do not have the slightest tension. 

The car sped through the road, along the way the trees gradually more and more, but the buildings are 

less and less, and gradually there is a hint of desolation. 

Chu Yue drove through a wooded area, passed another industrial area, and then they gradually went 

uphill before stopping in an open area. 

“We’re here!” 

Chu Yue parked the car and said with a smile, “You guys come with me, I guarantee that it will be an 

eye-opening experience for you.” 



Seeing her high interest, Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei got out of the car with a smile and followed behind Chu 

Yue. 

Ji Feng got off the car after habitually surveyed the surrounding environment, he found that they are 

now in a very high terrain, look in the distance, the back is an industrial area, the front is still an endless 

highway, the place where he stepped under his feet is like a small hill. 

The left and right sides, also like two hills, but the mountain is not very high, it is more accurate to say 

that it is a large mound of earth. 

However, what makes Ji Feng feel strange is that this hill has a very open and flat place, the ground has a 

dense tire tracks, it looks like a parking lot, Chu Yue’s car is parked here. 

At this time, a burst of motor roar can be heard. 

“Is it a motorcycle?” Ji Feng asked. This motor sound is not small, and it sounds very busy, as if there are 

many motorcycles. 

“Yes!” Chu Yue nodded her head. 

“Xiao Yue, what exactly is this place, why did you bring us here?” Ji Shaolei asked. 

“To see the show!” Chu Yue said. 

“A show?” 

Ji Shaolei asked with a smile, “This place is so desolate, what kind of performance will be held here?” 

Chu Yue asked braggingly, “Have you heard of motorcycle extreme performance?” 

Ji Shaolei was stunned: “Extreme performance?” 

Chu Yue nodded and said, “Yes, is the use of motorcycles to perform a variety of activities, to make a 

variety of extreme movements, especially exciting …… I can not say, anyway, when you see it will know 

what is going on, but I guarantee that you will like it! ” 

Ji Shaolei laughed: “Are you talking about the kind of flying car show, that is, people riding on 

motorcycles, using the high runway to fly into the air, and then do some action and so on?” 

Chu Yue nodded: “Yes, yes, that is what you said, but flying into the air that is only one of the 

performance content, there are many exciting and exciting actions …… ee, cousin, you have seen ah? 

Jiangzhou also has this kind of performance?” 

Ji Shaolei shook his head and laughed: “I’ve only seen it on TV, the real show has never been seen with 

my own eyes.” 

Chu Yue hurriedly asked, “Then you like this kind of performance?” 

Looking at Chu Yue’s look as if offering a treasure, full of expectation, Ji Shaolei could not help but smile, 

he laughed: “Not bad, quite exciting.” 

Chu Yue immediately clapped her hands: “I told you, you will definitely like it, Ji Feng cousin, have you 

seen it before?” 



Ji Feng smiled and shook his head: “No, I haven’t seen it.” 

Chu Yue immediately said, “Then this time you have to take a good look even more, quickly go, now 

those experts must have arrived, training should start soon.” 

Ji Shaolei smiled and asked, “The motorcycle extreme show you mentioned, it’s held here?” 

He looked left and right, but found no trace: “Where are the people? How come I don’t see a single 

figure, where are the experts?” 

Chu Yue said, “You follow me is, just a short distance ahead …… see the woods below? We go through 

the woods and we are there ……” 

Ji Feng a few people raised their eyes to look, and indeed found a forest at the foot of the mountain, the 

roar of the motorcycle motor came from there. 

It seems that through the woods will be able to see the performance venue, several people quickly walk 

down the hill to go there. 

The road down the hill is not too easy to walk, but Chu Yue chattered on the way, and did not feel 

bored. 

According to Chu Yue, this is one of the biggest motorcycle extreme performance venues in New York, 

usually those motorcycle extreme performance masters will arrive here in the late afternoon and start 

practicing, and then each team will compete with each other, and those who come to see the 

performance, on the one hand, they have to pay the entrance fee, and at the same time there are 

people inside the venue to open a handicap, the audience can make bets. 

In addition, if the audience feels that which player performs wonderfully, let them feel very exciting, but 

also can give a tip, in fact, is also a reward. 

And usually the audience who come here are those who usually feel bored and empty in life and are not 

short of money to spend, money to them may be just a number, so often a show down, those 

motorcyclists are also earning a lot of money. 

However, do not think that the money is so good to earn, this kind of motorcycle extreme performance, 

the risk is still very big. 

They want to win the audience’s appreciation, they have to make some extremely exciting and 

dangerous movements, so that the audience can open their eyes and addiction. 

In this way, the audience naturally will not be stingy, you know, many times this kind of performance 

but spend money may not be able to see. 

The information is generally understood, Ji Feng for this motorcycle extreme performance is some 

interest, dare to perform the rider, must be in the technically unique, the ability to do what ordinary 

people can not, and those wonderful and exciting movements, is the biggest asset to attract people. 

On the way, Chu Yue excitedly introduced, Ji Feng and white spider is smiling and listening to her, at the 

same time, Ji Feng two more often still pay attention to the surrounding environment. 



The previous feeling of danger did not appear again, but Ji Feng and white spider is not relaxed, this is 

New York, not China. Here, almost everyone has a gun, they can not be careless, or they are likely to be 

planted here. 

Soon, the four people through the woods at the foot of the mountain, Ji Feng saw a high wall across the 

front. 

This wall is four or five meters high, and there is still a distance from the woods, if someone wants to 

climb up from the outside, it is almost impossible. 

To get in here, you have to enter through the gate, and at the gate, there is a man guarding it. 

According to Chu Yue, this is to prevent someone from losing money to feel resentful and bring people 

to trouble, or someone to mess up, you know, the prosperity of New York below, but there is an 

extremely dark place, and gangster rampant, there may be which gang to see the money tree, want to 

rob may also be. 

The company’s main goal is to provide a better solution to the problem. 

Several people first registered at the gate guards, bought tickets, and then, under the leadership of Chu 

Yue, they entered the high walls. 

As soon as they entered, the scene in front of them suddenly changed. 

Only to see that this is actually a huge circular building, surrounded by layers of seats one by one, in the 

middle is a large square, which has a mound of earth, a high raised diving board, and some other 

facilities …… how to look at this place is like a small stadium. 

Only, what is about to be held in this square is not a sports competition, but a motorcycle extreme 

performance. 

At this time, there are already many people sitting in the surrounding audience, and there are many 

riders who seem to be performing in the middle of the venue. 

“Let’s quickly find seats and sit down, these riders are practicing, when they are done warming up, the 

official performance will begin.” Chu Yue excitedly led Ji Shao Lei and the others towards their seats. 

“Young Ji.” White Spider saw this situation, but her eyebrows were slightly knitted, “This place is too 

chaotic, if we encounter any situation, it’s troublesome, I think it’s better for us to go back.” 

“Go back?” 

Ji Feng shook his head with a smile and said, “This kind of messy place, we find it tricky, then others 

must also find it tricky, not to mention, it’s not easy to come here once, how can we also find out the 

danger that is hidden in the dark. Don’t worry, once something goes wrong later, you are responsible for 

protecting Chu Yue, don’t worry about me.” 

 


